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About Us , 
As a leading YouTube channel in the Korean crypto market, 
Coin Brothers(AKA. Cohanam) is always ready to be your 
friendly companion in the uncertain world of cryptocurrency 
markets. We strive to be more than just information 
providers; we are your approachable friends, available 
anytime for a conversation.  
 
We provide a supportive space where you can confidently 
discuss every aspect of your crypto investment journey, 
delivering complex market information in a clear and 
understandable way. 


With Coin Brothers, you can transcend the anxieties of 
the market and discover the joy of investing.



Member's profile

Aidan [Tlader] 
 
Swing Trader(CEO) 
 
- A global community building expert with Zealy, Discord, Telegram  
- Extensive experience as a community manager 

Conor [Woomon] 

Short Term Trader(CFO) 
 
- Korean community building specialist 
- Economic channel (50M subscribers) partnership IP

Sumin [Sarah] 

Global Communication Marketer & Visual Director 

- Previous PD of Economic channel (50M subscribers) 
- Previous YouTube channel manager of EMP Studio

Young [Ddo.G] 

Long-Term Investment Researcher(CMO)

- A marketing expert 
- Extensive experience as a  AMA sessions for various projects



References Records

(1) Coin A  
After introduction on A Coin Channel,  

it rose by 60% in one week and rose by 200% in one month.



References Records

(2) Coin B
600% increase in 3 months after introduction on the channel



References Records

(3) A service  
Check the change in A service Total Visits Last 3 Months



By the number 

Subscribers : 20K Cumulative views: 4M 
Total views  

on channel: 420M 



Most Viewed Videos

long form video : 200k viewed Short form video : 1.8m viewed
<$3�million�profitable�short-term�trader�shares�his�skills> <Bitcoin�doomsday�scenarios>



Portfolio



Advertisement cost

Special video 3,000usdt 
 

Special videos include project introductions, CEO interviews, AMAs, and more.  
It is a unique Cohanam product that highlights the good and reduces the risks  

that the public is concerned about. 

Sponsored video 5,000usdt 

Sponsored Video includes 2 regular video uploads per month  
and continuous shilling of project updates, events 

and announcements via Telegram, Naver Cafe, and KakaoTalk group chats. 
Sponsored Video is a month-to-month contract by default.



Our channel
Our channel
Our channel

Youtube
t.me/cohanam Telegram

ttps://cafe.naver.com/cryptopeople Naver Cafe

http://t.me/cohanam
ttps://cafe.naver.com/cryptopeople
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